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Top Doc for Obama, Trump Says Biden Lacks Cognitive
Ability to Be President

Rep. Ronny Jackson (AP Images)

Bizarre, slurred, and garbled ramblings
pouring forth from the mouth of Joe Biden
are so common and numerous that they have
spawned a YouTube genre, with some videos
garnering millions of views. His barely
intelligible ramblings, erratic behavior,
crazed facial expressions, unsteady gait, and
loss of memory testify to his diminished
mental capacity. And now, the former
physician to both Presidents Obama and
Trump is saying Biden is unfit to serve and
should be removed from office.

Representative Ronny Jackson (R-Texas),
who served as the White House top doc from
July 25, 2013 to March 28, 2018 —
straddling the last part of the Obama
administration and the first part of the
Trump administration — predicts that Biden
cannot and will not finish out his term as
president, due to his declining mental
condition. On July 22, after umpteen
examples of Biden demonstrating his
diminished capacity that stretch back back
to the campaign trail — Jackson tweeted his
reaction to Biden’s embarrassing
performance at a poorly-attended recent
Town Hall. On that occasion, Biden went off
script on a weird rant about “a man on the
moon” and “aliens” in response to a question
about COVID vaccinations.

In his tweet, Jackson said, “Something’s SERIOUSLY wrong with Biden – and it’s only going to get
WORSE! It’s past the point of embarrassment. He’s lost. He’s confused. He can barely put a coherent
sentence together. He MUST have a cognitive exam and release the results!”

Something's SERIOUSLY wrong with Biden – and it's only going to get WORSE! It's past the
point of embarrassment. He's lost. He's confused. He can barely put a coherent sentence
together. He MUST have a cognitive exam and release the results!
pic.twitter.com/Pk5Pq2V5Um

— Ronny Jackson (@RonnyJacksonTX) July 23, 2021

https://t.co/Pk5Pq2V5Um
https://twitter.com/RonnyJacksonTX/status/1418388419852521475?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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That tweet includes a video of Jackson appearing on Fox News with Sean Hannity alongside Stephen
Miller, former senior advisor to President Trump. In that video, Jackson was asked if — in his medical
opinion, based on what he has seen from Biden’s actions in multiple videos — Biden would do well on a
cognitive test. He replied that he does not believe Biden could pass such a test. “I’ve been saying this
from the very beginning,” Jackson said, adding, “I’ve been saying that something’s going on — I was
saying this when he was candidate Joe Biden. And I’ve been saying that it’s only going to get worse, and
guess what? We’re watching that happen right before our eyes right now.”

Jackson went on to say, “And I’m at the point right now where, you know, I went from, you know, telling
people, ‘We should be concerned about what might potentially be going on,’ to now saying, ‘Hey, what
is happening right now?’” Given the state of Biden’s obvious cognitive decline, Jackson asked, “Where
are the people in our academic medicine that were out there calling for President Trump to have a
cognitive test? Where are these people?”

Jackson’s reference to people calling for Trump to have a cognitive test performed is relevant for two
reasons. First, because partisanism should play no part in determining whether a president whose lack
of mental faculties is on display is fit to perform his duties. Secondly, because Trump — while
incessantly being called out for statements he made and ideas he held that were outside the approved
thinking in the establishment — did take the test. And as Hannity says in the video, Trump scored a 30
out of 30.

But even back then, Biden refused to take the test, instead ridiculing a black reported who asked him
about it. Errol Barnett from CBS News asked the question and Biden replied, “No I haven’t taken a test.
Why the hell would I take a test? C’mon man! That’s like saying to before you got on this program ‘Did
you take a test where you’re taking cocaine or not, huh?’ Are you a junkie?” Biden then spends the next
minute trying to pretend nothing is wrong with his mind, even as he struggles to get the words out. “I
am very willing to let the American public judge my physical mental phil — my physical as well as my
mental philt — fitness and to make judgment about who I am,” he said with such difficulty that he had
to squint his eyes shut under the strain.

Such incidents are far from isolated. No one who has seen it will ever forget the video of Biden having a
brain glitch that led him to diverge from a campaign speech to discuss his hairy legs, kids rubbing his
hairy legs, roaches, and kids jumping on his lap. Well, that is unless they suffer from the same level of
dementia as the man who currently carries the nuclear football.

Who could deny Biden’s dementia while trying to explain his confusion on Election Day when he
introduced his granddaughter as his dead son, Beau, before again getting confused and introducing her
as his other granddaughter?

And lest it seem that the long hours and pressure of the campaign trail were to blame (as if being
president isn’t at least equally as stressful), his decline has only continued since taking office seven
months ago. As president, Biden has forgotten the name of the secretary of defense and the Pentagon,
managed to fall up the stairs to Airforce One, called Harris “President Harris” (in a redo of when he
referred to her as “President-elect Harris” after the election), confused Syria with Libia at the G7
summit, just to name a few times.

More recently, he needed to consult a pocket note to answer a question about which he had literally just
been briefed. During that embarrassing episode, he was also driven to near-total mental shutdown by

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdNm-rvodZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gcQrFsUFzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gcQrFsUFzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gcQrFsUFzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9sqaG2QxBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngjX4g79lK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngjX4g79lK8
https://twitter.com/RNCResearch/status/1404124753636515856
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the fact that while fumbling with the question, he was paying for a purchase at a fruit stand.

And the episode that led Jackson to tweet about Biden needing to have a cognitive test administered
was Biden’s recent CNN Town Hall when he went on disjointed rants, interrupted himself, and jabbered
about a “man on the moon” and “aliens” and directly claimed — contrary to established cases — that no
one who is vaccinated can get COVID.

In response to a question about COVID vaccines, Biden asked the CNN host, “You – y–y–y–y–you got the
vaccination?” The host answered that he had and Biden asked him, “Are y–you, are you OK, I mean, you
seem — no, it works or — we know — or, or, or, or, or the mom and dad or, or, or, or, or, or,or the
neighbor or when you go to church or when you’re — no, I, I, I, I really mean it. There are trusted
interlocutors. Think of the people — if, if your kid wanted to find out whether or not there were —
there’s a man on the moon or w–whatever — y’know something — or, y’know whether those aliens are
here or not, y’know, who are the people they talk to beyond the kids who love talking about it?”

About the efficacy of COVID vaccines, Biden said, “There – th – there, you’re OK — You’re not gonna –
you’re not gonna get COVID if you have these vaccinations.” The CNN host — doing what liberal media
folks do when dealing with Biden — simply agreed, saying, “Yeah.” Someone should tell that to all of the
people who have gotten COVID after getting vaccinated.

At one point in the hour-long Town Hall, Biden attempted to make a statement in the form of a question.
This writer says “attempted” because Biden kept getting interrupted — by Biden. He said, “And the
question is whether or not we should be in a position where you uh, um, uh are — why can’t the — the
— the experts say — we know that this virus is, in fact, uh, um, uh, is — is — i — i — is gonna be — uh,
or excuse me — we — we — we — know why all the drugs approved are not temporarily approved, but
permanently approved.” Again, the CNN host just says, “Yeah.”

Biden’s condition is bad and worsening. And so, this writer would like to reiterate Jackson’s question.
Where are all the people who were calling for Trump to be tested and why are they not calling for Biden
to do so? Could it be because they suspect he couldn’t pass the test?

Jackson went on to say, “There’s something seriously going on with this man right now. And I think that
he’s either going to resign — they’re going to convince him to resign from office at some point in the
near future for medical issues — or they’re going to have to use the 25th amendment to get rid of this
man.”

Since Biden’s mental issues predate his term in office, many have speculated since the campaign trail
that the plan all along was to get Biden elected with Harris as his second and then pull the trigger on
the 25th amendment. Whether or not that was the plan then, it is rapidly becoming apparent that it will
likely be the only plan very soon.

Because Joe Biden is clearly demented. He needs our prayers; he should incite our pity; but he cannot
serve as president of this nation.
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